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Abstract

Multiple functional unit architectures have become increasingly widespread since they rep

resent a viable design technique that allows to boost performance by concurrently executing

many operations. Technology, though, allows the design of register files providing enough

data-jbandwidth to support only few fast pipelined functional units.

One of the possible solutions is to partition the set of registers in multiple banks, each

providing only part of the overall bandwidth required, and connect them to functional units

by mean of a network.

This design scheme provides a non homogeneous register space requiring code with vari

ables partitioned among the set of register files. Standard register allocation techniques are

not suited for this task because of the different kind of resources that must be taken into

consideration.

In this report we present a hypergraph-based paradigm that allows to model the process

of partitioning; a coloring algorithm is used to assign variables to register files and if a legal

coloring is not found, the code is partially rescheduled to allow the algorithm to proceed.

Experiments ran on a set of benchmarks show how the technique can frequently find

a legal partitioning of variables without the needs for rescheduling; even when this is not

possible, and code must be reorganized, very little performance degradation is usually intro

duced.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Sustaining peak performance on microprocessors requires an efficientutilization of on-chip

resources since the delays involved in accessing off-chip components (e.g., main memory)

are frequently dramatic. Pipelined architectures have increased clock speed at a rate of

50% a year for the last few years and are currently running at more than 200MHz; in the

meantime the speed of main memories, based on DRAM technology, has increased of only

7% a year and the access time is, on average, an order of magnitude slower than for on-chip

registers [20].

The problem has been only partially solved by increasing the register file size and by

creating a hierarchy of memories: multiple layers of cache allow a better exploitation of

the locality of execution of programs by minimizing the number of accesses to main mem

ory. However, an efficient use of registers is fundamental to decrease the data-bandwidth

requirements for program execution.

Historically, register allocation has been performed adopting Chaitin's paradigm based

on graph coloring [6, 7]; several improvements have been proposed over the years: different

spilling heuristics [10]; different coloring heuristics [18] and different approaches to increase

the flexibility in placing the spill code [15]. Nevertheless the same basic graph-based

structure has remained the same.

In this model variables simultaneously alive are said to interfere and this condition is



rapresented in agraph as an edge connecting two nodes representing variables. Coloring of
the graph provides an allocation of variables (nodes) to registers (colors). When acoloring
cannot be found avariable must be spilled to memory and later reloaded; the process,
obviously, introduces additional cycles to perform the store/load operations and lead to a
performance degradation.

Recently microprocessor designers have started adopting multiple functional units (FU)
as amean to increase the number of instructions executed per cycle without having to resort
to adeeper pipeline, and hence a more complex design. These architectures are able to
issue concurrently several operations, each requiring up to two operands and producing
one result; hence the need for a large data-bandwidth interconnection between FUs and
registers, able to convey the required data to/from the register file. The trend seems
oriented toward acontinuously larger number of FUs and poses hard demands on register
files (RF), required to keep pace with fast pipelined functional units and to provide an
increasingly larger bandwidth.

The need for a tradeoff between speed and bandwidth/size of the RF makes this com
ponent a limiting factor for achieving high levels of performance. Apossible solution
frequently adopted is to split the set of registers into two banks, one for the integer and
the other for the floating point operands (e.g., the Motorola 88110 [14]). Amore aggres
sive design pushes the solution forward and adopt multiple RFs per datatype as in the
Multiflow TRACE architecture [9].

These processors require code with variables partitioned among register files such that
the number of live variables per register file does not exceed the number of registers avail
able, and the number of operands accessed in each instruction do not exceed the data-
bandwidth provided by each register bank. Standard register allocation techniques are
not suited to perform this second kind of resource allocation (i.e., bandwidth allocation)
because of the different locality of distribution of resources as for the number of ports per
RFT

'A register file port is apoint of access to the content of the registers in the bank; abank can provide
as manyconcurrent accesses as the number of ports available.
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Live Ranges

Register Interference Graph

Registers are resources distributed along the use of the program: a variable assigned to
a register makes it unusable to store other variables until its content is killed. RF ports,
instead, are resources local to instructions, in the sense that interferences among variables
(i.e., competition for a common resource) arise only within each instruction and are not
propagated through the code: an interference between two variables exist only in those
instructions accessing both of them. The problem is not, though, completely local since
storing a variable Von a RF Xforces any successive instruction accessing Vto use a port
of Xuntil the content is either killed or moved to another bank; hence the number of ports
available in Xfor accessing other operands in any instruction accessing Vis diminished by
1, which influence the allocation of other variables over the all program.

Consider Figure 1.1, variables a and bare simultaneously live at the end of instruction
12, hence they compete for being assigned to a register. The accesses to the two variables,
though, are completely separated and there is no instruction in which they are both read
(written) hence there is no competition for ports between them. On the contrary, an
interference exist among a, c, dand ein instruction 14, since they are all four concurrently



read.

Assuming an architecture with two RFs, each one with 2read and 2write ports, the
set of variables {a,b,c) can be assigned to RFl and (d,e) to RF2; this partitioning ensure
that no instruction access for reading (writing) more than two operands simultaneously
from the same RF. It is to be noted that assigning dto RFl would not affect instruction
13, since dis the only variable written there, but would make 14 not executable since 3
variables should have to be written simultaneously on RFl through 2ports.

Another limit preventing the use of Chaitin's graph-based model for register allocation
IS Its inability to describe interferences between more than two variables for the access to a
pool of identical resources. Consider aset of variables competing for the access to apool of
ports on the same register file as in instruction 14 of Figure 1.1. Avariable can be assigned
to aRF if there is aport left; in order to obtain this information it is necessary to know
either the allocation state of each port or the number of ports allocated on the RF.

By using agraph-based approach the interferences between the variables must be mod
eled as aclique^ and there is no way that this information can be efficiently extracted unless
by differentiating among ports. Assigning aspecific port to an operand in each instruction
might not be possible at this moment of the allocation since the complete allocation has
not yet been performed; in our architectural model an operation can be allocated onto a
FU (and hence its operands to the ports) only at when the assignement of variables to RFs
has been completed (i.e., we need to know how many operations do need operands from
differen RFs and how many from the same; see Section 2.1).

In order to model these interferences we found that aflexible and efficient approach can
be guaranteed by adopting ahypergraph where hyperedges model competition for resources
within instructions - ahypergraph is essentially agraph where edges (hyperedges) are
allowed to connect more than two nodes.

Coloring hyperedges is equivalent to assigning each variable (node) to aRF (color)
and alegal coloring is such that no hyperedge contain more nodes of the same color (i.e.,

clique is acompletely connected subgraph where each node is connected to any other



variables assigned to the same RF) then the number of operands that can be concurrently
accessed from the same RF (i.e., the number of ports per RF).

We developed an ad hoc hypergraph coloring algorithm and used it to produce code
for different configurations of a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architecture with
multiple RFs.

The technique can be used to produce code for architectures that provide tight con
nections between registers and FUs, as in MCM technology or on-chip Superscalar/VLIW
implementations, and, hence, present a uniform register access time.



Chapter 2

RFs assignment for VLIW

architectures

We assume, as a model of execution, a horizontally microcoded, multi functional-unit
architecture - model frequently referred to in the literature as Very Long Instruction World
architecture [13]. Operations are executed concurrently each on a different functional unit
[11], we also assume a three step model of execution where: 1) the operands are read into
the FUs, 2) the operations are executed, 3) results are written back to register files only for
those operations that lie on the taken pathL In order to ensure full access to the operands
during each cycle we assume that the set of register files guarantees one write port and
two read ports per functional unit.

The model adopted is parameterized in the number of register files (R) and the number
of functional units (F). The set of functional units requires a number of access points (
2read and 1write ports per FU) to the set of registers evenly distributed among banks;
each RF providing ^ read ports and g write ports. An interconnection network (IN) is
used to move operands from ports to FUs and vice versa.

One or more conditions may be evaluated as part of the instruction executed and determine the set
of operation completed.
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Figure 2.1: Interconnection Network for a 4-wide VLIW with 2 RFs

2.1 The Interconnection Network

Our assignment technique relies on the assumption of being able to quickly move operands
between the ports of the register files and the functional units. We show apossible design
scheme for the Interconnection Network of a VLIW architecture with 2register files.

Consider the case of aF-wide VLIW with 2register files and let Fbe an even number;
each RF has Fread ports and F/2 write ports. The IN for a4-FU 2-RF VLIW architecture
IS presented in Fig. 2.1. Agrid of data lines connected to RFs and to the 4FUs is used to
show the connections between the components.

Connections exist in the form of fixed contacts (black squares) or switches (empty
circles). Each FU has an exclusive fixed connection to aport of one RF and can access the
second operand from one of the two register files through one of the two switches.

This IN provides the necessary connectivity between RFs and FUs; the proof comes
from the observation that an operation with two operands can either have both of them in
the same RF or one per RF. If the instruction is full, operations with operands in different
RFs can be grouped into pairs since there cannot be an odd number of operations with
one operand per RF. Otherwise the hyperedge would be not well-colored.

If there are less then Foperations we can still group operations, with operands in



different RFs, into pairs; when the number is odd we can group the remaining one with a

null operations (NOP) that will certainly exist since the instruction is not full.

Each pair ofoperations with operands in different RFs can be assigned to a pair of FUs

sharing two ports in the architecture (e.g., FUl and FU4 in Figure 2.1). The remaining

operations are an even number, each one taking it's operands from the same RF - which

is always allowed by the IN. Hence we are ensured that there are enough connections for

any legal (i.e., well colored) instruction to be executed.

The IN required for 4 RFs is slightly more complicated but the proof follows in essence

the same thread of reasoning.

The feasibility of sucharchitectures, based on a fast programmableinterconnection net

work which provides the pathways between the set of FUs and the register, is corroborated

by experiences made in the field of Application Specific Processor Design (e.g., the White

Dwarf project developed at CMU [IT]) and in the development of super-mini computers

(e.g., the Cydra 5 [5]).

2.2 Register Allocation

Standard techniques for register allocation frequently rely onthe concept ofvirtual registers

(VR): an abstraction that allows to perform an initial mapping of operands onto an ideal

register file with an infinite number of registers; this ideal RF is later constrained to the

number of available registers by mapping multiple VRs to each register and in the process

main memory is used to manage the overflowing VRs.

In case of multiple RFs this operation can be performed by mean of a two-step process:

1) eachoperand is assigned to a VR contained in one of the RFs, 2) each RF is constrained

to its actual size and memory is used to manage overflowing VRs.

We propose a technique that can be used to solve the first phase of allocation hence

we do not make any assumption about the RF's size, in that, a later phase, similar to

conventional register allocation, will adequately take care of the allocation within each

register bank.



In the remainder of the paper we will refer to the process of assigning an operand to a

register file as the phase of RF assignment, whereas we will let the term allocation be used

in the common sense of allocating an operand to a specific register.

2.3 Multi-Def-Use Chains

Variables in a program are used to communicate results among operations and is common

practice for programmers to reuse them for readability purposes. The same variable can

be used to hold independent data (i.e., produced and consumed by different operators) at

different points of the program, hence the vaxiables can be mapped onto different registers.

Following the standard definitions [1], a variable V is said to be live at a point P of a

program PROG if P is reached by a definition D of V (i.e., there exists a path from D to

P, that does not contain a definition of V) and D reaches a use U of V going through P

(i.e., there is a path from D to U that does go through P and does not contain a definition

of V). We also say that a variable V is killed by a use U when V is not alive after that

instruction (i.e., there is no other use of V reachable from P such that the path does not

contain a definition of V).

The set of paths originating from a definition D of a variable V up to the uses of V

that kill it, is named the Live Range (LR) of V defined in D. A variable can have multiple

live ranges (one per definition), both disjoint or overlapping.

Two or more LRs of a same variable V overlap when a use of V is reachable from

the definitions of the LRs. Two LRs of the same variable V, say R1 and R2, are said to

be completely disjoint when they do not overlap and there is no set of live ranges of V

overlapping with the two, such that exists a path between the definition of V in R1 and a

use of V in R2 entirely contained in the set.

Two disjoint Live Ranges represent completely separate data entities (i.e., they do not

share a definition nor a use) that the programmer decided to call with the same name;

in this case we say that the variable is reused. Program variables axe frequently reused

along a program making them unsuitable for performing register allocation since accesses



to instances of the variable belonging to disjoint LRs can be stored in different registers
on different points of the program.

By grouping overlapping LRs of asame variable into classes (i.e., grouping into aclass
the set of all the LRs of asame variable such that each pair share acommon path) we
obtain apartition of the accesses to the variable into sets that must be mapped to asingle
virtual register, hence to a single register.

This comes from two properties that the code must satisfy in our architectural model:
two or more definitions of the same variable reaching acommon use must be mapped
onto the same register since otherwise the processor should have to be aware of the past
execution of the program in order to select the correct register; two or more uses of the
same variable reached by the same definition must be mapped onto the same register since
an operation can write only one register.

To identify these classes of live ranges we extend the concept of def-use chains [1]
to chains with multiple sources (i.e., definitions) and multiple destinations (i.e., uses)
that we will call Multi-defuse chains - Multichains. Each multichain represents the set
of definitions of a variable Vand the set of uses associated to each definition. This is
internally represented as a bipartite graph were nodes represent the definitions and the
uses of the variable, and edges connect each use to the definitions reaching it (i.e., the set
of reaching defintions).

Figure 2.2 illustrates multichains on the Control Flow Graph of asimple program: basic
blocks (boxes {61..A6}) are connected by edges representing the possible directions along
which the control can flow (solid lines). The accesses to avariable a are made explicit
within bcisic blocks.

Two multichains (Multichainl and Multichain2) are associated to variable a; both
contain two definitions and two uses each. Consider Multichain2 which is associated to a
class containing two LRs: the first originates in bl and extends to b6, going through b5;
the second originates in b4 and terminates in b6. The two LRs are contained in the same
class since they both reach the use of a in b6.
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The two multichains define two conapletely separate data entities and renaming the
instances of nbelonging to amultichain preserves the behavior of the algorithm (i.e, it
does not affect its semantics). Each multichain identifies the instances of athat must be
mapped onto a single register.

The advantage of keeping the set of LRs coalesced into asingle structure (i.e., the
Multichain) allows alarge degree of freedom in adapting to unconventional architectures.
Consider an architecture were single operations are able to simultaneously write multiple
registers in different register files; each live range can be split into multiple copies, each
allocated on adifferent RF. This makes feasible the partitioning of the accesses belongning
to a multichain into two or more multichains.

In Figure 2.3, multichain2 of Figure 2.2 is split into two multichains (Multichain2' and
Multichain2"), each allocated onto adifferent RF. The set of accesses of ais now split into



a set of accesses to a! and a". This was possible by partitioning the uses and definitions of
a into the two multichains such that each use has stiJl the same set of definitions reaching
it and there is no definition in one chain reaching a use in the other chain. To achieve

this partitioning was necessary to make use of the ability of the architecture to write
multiple copies of a and create, in basic block 61 a copy of a per RF; hence to duplicate
the definitions in multichain.

Variable a, in basic block 61, can be assigned to, say, RFl and RF2. Assuming a in 64
is stored in RFl then, since the two LRs overlap, a in 66 must be read from the same RF;
the access to a in 65, though, can be from RF2.

By using a standard iterative dataflow propagation algorithm we can efficiently build
these chains. Initially a multichain is created for each variable definition and variables
are propagated along the program; in the process the uses of a variable are added to

the multichain reaching them. When two, or more, definitions of a same variable and

belonging to disjoint multichains reach a common use the two are merged into a single
one. The process continues until the configuration is stable.

2,4 Register File Assignment

Each multichain represents the minimum set of instances of avariable that must be mapped
onto avirtual register, without introducing new instructions, and must be uniquely assigned
to a RF. In our multiple-RF architectural model the process of assignment of multichains
to RFs is constrained by the limited number ofports available per RF.

We consider the number of ports per RF being the only constraint since; 1) we can
always move any operand from aport on aRF to afunctional unit (and vice-versa) through
the interconnection network; 2) the allocation of multichains to registers within the register
file to which they have been assigned will be performed in a later phase.

Thus, the problem of partitioning variables onto different register files C2in be stated as
follows:



VLIW Code

i1 LD R5 R1 1000 LD R6 R1 2000

e R7<- R5• R6 R2<- R1 +4000
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Coloring

RED = (1.2.4.5.8)
BLUE = {3.6.7}

Figure 2.4: Awell-bi-colored Hypergraph

Given aprogram PROG compiled and resource constrained for a F-wide VLIW archi
tecture (i.e., F operations can he issued per cycle) assign each mnltichain detected in the
program to one of the Rregister files, rescheduling the code where this is not possible, such
as to minimize performance degradation in PROG execution and meet the architectural
requirements in terms of number of ports available per register file (i.e, number of operands
that can be accessed from the same register file per instruction).

This problem can be translated to ahypergraph coloring problem. Ahypergraph HG
is defined as aset of hypernodes HN and aset of hyperedges HE; each hyperedge being
defined as asubset of the set of hypernodes. In our formulation of hypergraphs we allow
hyperedges to contain multiple copies of the same hypernode.

Given a program PROG we can build a hypergraph HG = (HN.HE); let HN be the
set of hypernodes obtained by creating one hypernode per existing multichain in PROG
(i.e., associating the set of operands contained in amultichain to ahypernode) and let HE
be the set of hyperedges. Each hyperedge contains the set of hypernodes associated with
operands read (written) in one instruction

In Figure 2.4 a segment of code (i.e., the kernel of a loop) and its Interference Hy
pergraph are presented. The code is organized in a sequence of 6 long instructions of
two operations each where variables have already been partitioned into multichains and



assigned to VRs (Rx).

Read (write) hyperedges are represented as stars of dashed (solid) arrows connecting
those hypernodes associated to VRs accessed concurrently. Consider the read hyperedge
containing nodes (1,5,6); it represents the simultaneous access to VRs {Rl,R5,R6} read in

instruction i2.

Acolor is used to represent the RF to which a multichain is assigned, hence the number

of nodes of the same color contained by a hyperedge is equal to the number of operands
that an instruction accesses concurrently from a same RF.

A read hyperedge containing no more than ~ nodes (i.e., the number of read ports
available per RF in our model) of the same color is said to be well-colored, and is rep
resentative of an instruction that can be executed on the considered architecture since it

requires a number ofoperands per RF no larger than the number that the RF can provide

through its read ports. Write operations are dealt with in the same fashion although the
number of ports available per RF (f) 's different.

Inour specific architectural model the number ofread ports isalways twice the number

ofwrite ports since each FU needs up two operand and can produce one result; hence, we
can avoid the division in write and read hyperedges simply by giving a weight of 2 to each

node in a write hyperedge.

Consider Figure 2.4. Hypergraph HG is well-colored with two colors (red,blue) for R=
2 and F = 2(i.e., a 2-FU 2-RF VLIW architecture). Hyperedges for read operations, drawn

with dashed lines, contain no more than ^ = 2 nodes of the same color and hyperedges
for write operations, drawn with solid lines, contains no more than ^ = 1 node per color.

The coloring process is, in certain cases, not accomplishable with the available set of

colors. When such a situation is encountered the code, and consequently the hypergraph,
must be altered to produce colorable register access patterns. This is accomplished by

moving operations accessing operands not legally colorable out into another instruction

where the operands are now colorable; this translates into removing those nodes associated

to operands read (wntten) by the operation moved, from the hyperedge that cannot be



well colored. These nodes are moved another hyperedge where the coloring is possible.

2.4.1 The Coloring Algorithm

Hypergraph coloring is, in general, a NP-hard problem [4] and no property has been found

exploitable in our formulation in order to reduce it to a more easily manageable case^.

Further, the coloring problem we face is different in several aspects from the kind of

problems usually analyzed in the literature [4]; our application requires to obtain a well-

colored graph even if this could require some alterations to the hypergraph structure. The

solution we propose was partially derived from [3].

The algorithm (outlined in Figure 2.5) is based on three nested loops. The outermost

one sequentially picks one hyperedge (hEdge) at a time (jT]) from the list HE of hyperedges;
each hypernode contained in hEdge (|^, and not already colored ([|]), is assigned a color
that minimize the maximum number of nodes of the same color per hyperedge across all
the hyperedges in the graph.

When the algorithm runs into a situation in which a hypernode is not colorable ([Tl)

since any color, legal within hHedge, would make other hyperedges illegaP (i.e., not well-

colored) then the code structure must be partially rescheduled to permit the continuation

of the process. This is achieved by choosing one of the operations in the instruction

associated to hEdge, that access an operand whose hypernode cannot be well-colored, and

deferring it to the set of successors (i.e., the set of instructions immediately afterward in

the control flow graph). If this process is not possible, either because the next instruction

has no free resources, or because of existing dependencies between operations, then new

instructions are introduced between the current node and its successor(s) and the code is

locally recompacted.

This code transformation reflects into the removal of a set of hypernodes (i.e., the

^Our definition ofhypergraph coloring is original, though it can be reduced to the similar problem of
equitable coloring of a uniform hypergraph [4]

®Any hypernode can be contained by several hyperedges and a color that is acceptable in a hyperedge
could make another hyperedge not well-colored



HE - List of Hyperedges ordered by frequency of execution

procedure COLOR-HYPERGRAPH;
begin

for each hEdge GHE Q]
LABEL; DeferredOP
for each node GnodesOf(hEdge)

if (NOT isColored(node)) [3]
min = MAXINT;
minColor = UNCOLORED;
for each color G COL

/* max number of nodes of color color in each hyperedge containing node */
number —n^3'XNumberColored(node,color)j [41
if (number < min)

minColor = color;
min = number;

end if

end for

if (minColor == UNCOLORED)
op = chooseAnOpToDefer(hEdge,node); fel
deferOp(op);
GOTO DeferredOP;
/* restart to color hyperedge hEdge */

end if

end if

end for

end for

end

Figure 2.5: Hypergraph Coloring Algorithm



hypernodes associated to the operands of the moved operation) from the hyperedge that
cannot be colored. Then the coloring process is restarted on the same hyperedge; in case
the hyperedge is still not well-colorable another operation is removed, and so on until a
solution ,s found. The process will eventually halt since awell-colorable state can be found
when the number of operands accessed per instruction is no more than the number of ports
provided by asingle register file since an hyperedge with no more than f nodes can always
be well colored.

Moving the selected operation might require other operations to be also moved since the
existence of an anti/output-dependency" within the instruction could prevent the move
This situation is possible since in our model of execution operands are first read all at once
and, only in alater phase, results are written back modifying the content of the registers,
hence it is possible to have operations reading and writing the same variable in the same
instruction.

When this situation is detected the transformation tries to defer first the operation
at the bottom of the chain of dependencies; if acircular dependency ( i.e., achain of
dependencies where the first operation is dependent from the last) is found this is broken
by inserting a copy operation.

To illustrate, consider the code fragment in Figure 2.6: the two operations contained in
instruction II before the transformation define acircular anti-dependency since the deferral
of any of the two operations, say opl, would alter the value of operand b. Assume now
that operand i, read in II by opl, cannot be colored because other nodes have already
been colored and any legal coloring of 5in this instruction would create an illegal coloring
in some other instruction. In this case we break the circular dependency in bby creating
a new variable F, move the operation opl and insert acopy operation op3 to ensure the
correct propagation of the newly computed value of b.

Un anti-dependency exists when another operation in the instruction writes the same variable used as
an operand by the operation we desire to move; an output dependency exist when an operation following
he operation to be moved mthe instruction tree writes the same variable [16].
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Figure 2.6: Deferring of an operation within a circular dependence

Two important optimizations

During the experimental phase we found two optimizations extremely useful in making

the process more efficient and effective.

The first arises from the observation that each hyperedge with no more than ^ nodes
can always be well-colored since any coloring of the hyperedge contains at most ^ nodes
of the same color - which is legal. We can hence reduce the number of hyperedges on which

the coloring algorithm is applied and reduce the compilation time. The set of remaining

hyperedges, with no more than ^ nodes, is colored ina later phase by sequentially assign
ing a color to every node that has not already been colored; whatever color is assigned to

the nodes it will always results in well-colored hyperedge.

The second improvement was obtained by ordering the hyperedges according to the

probability of execution. The process of coloring becomes progressively more constrained

as nodes becomes colored, hence increasing the probability of having to resort to a code

transformation. By coloring the most frequently executed instructions first (e.g., those

contained in the innermost loops) we can minimize the cost of moving an operation by

forcing such moves to happen in infrequently executed sections of the code where the

lengthening has little impact on the execution time.



Chapter 3

Experimental Results

The coloring algorithm was applied to a set of 13 benchmarks (See Table 3.1) representative

of common scientific code; the programs were first compiled^ and resource constrained for

a F-wide (F=4,8), single-register-file VLIW architecture. The coloring algorithm was then

applied to produce code for a multi-register file architecture. We took into considerations

3 configurations: a 8-wide VLIW with 4 and 2 RFs, and a 4-wide VLIW with 2 RFs.

We measured the number of times the algorithm had to alter the scheduling in order to

proceed with the coloring of the hypergraph and the degradation in performance induced

in the code versus the ideal single-register VLIW model. The degradation is measured as

percentage increase in number of cycles it took the program to complete while executing

on the simulator.

Results are presented in Table 3.2. Each line refers to one benchmark (numbered

from 1 to 13); a dash (-) means that the algorithm was able to find a good-coloring of

the hypergraph hence no performance degradation occurred. In all the cases when such

coloring was not found, and it was necessary to transform the code, we present the number

of operations moved along with the measured percentage degradation in execution time

(in parenthesis).

In most of the cases we were able to perform the assignment of variables to register

^We used the PS compiler developed at the University of California, Irvine [19].
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Benchmark's description
Fluid Dynamics Fragment '
Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient Fragment
Inner Product

Banded Linear Equation
Tri-diagonal Elimination Fragment
General Linear Recurrence Equation
State Equation Fragment
Integral Prediction Algorithm
Difference Prediction Algorithm
First Sum
First Difference

2-DimensionaI Fluid Dynamics Fragment
I'Dimensional Fluid Dynamics Fragment

Table 3.1: Benchmark Descriptions

I 8 FUs 14 FUT
Benchmarks 2 RFs 1 4 RFs 2 RFs
HI I z

6 (2%) -
2 (2%) 4 (1%) 4 (0%)

18 (1%) 15 (4%)
4 (4%)

5 (0%)
2(0%) 3(0%) 15(3%:

Table 3.2; Number of code transformations required to perform coloring



files without the need for altering the code and even when the algorithm had to move an
operation the performance degradation was limited. In all the experiments we have never
experienced a performance degradation larger than 5% although as many as 18 operations
were moved during the coloring. This is partially due to the fact that, sometimes, there is no
need to create new instructions during the deferring of an operation, since the operation can
be fit into one of the empty slots of the following instruction(s). More important, though,
is the ordering of the hyperedges that loosely limit code transformations to sections that

only marginally affect the average performance.



Chapter 4

Previous Work

Register allocation can be efficiently performed by using Chaitin's algorithm [6, 7]. Alloca

tion over multiple RFs, though, requires additional constraints to be considered (e.g., the

number of ports available per register file).

A solution adopted in the past to deal with a non-homogeneous register space was the

Bottom Up Greedy scheduling originally proposed by Ellis in [12]. BUG is an integrated

approach that allow to merge the phases of scheduling and resource allocation and was

successfully used in the compiler developed for the Multiflow TRACE architecture [9].

The technique allowed to deal with the idiosyncrasies of the TRACE architecture, spregtd

over several boards, whose non-homogeneous register space made register access latencies

dependent on the selected RF.

Another technique, proposed by us in [2], was produced with the pourpose ofestimating

the costs of producing code for a partitioned architectural model; its extensive search

methodology was aimed at approaching optimal solutions more than propose an efficient

and flexiblesolution for code partitioning and was able to cope only with straight line code.

On the contrary we assume a tight architecture with a uniform register access latency, as

made possible by today's technology, and also assume the availability of already parallelized

code.

The methodology proposed allow a larger degree of freedom than previous techniques



in focusing on optimizing frequently executed sections of code since allocation does not

have to follow dependencies along a trace of execution, also we are not bounded to linear

sequences of instructions, hence the technique described is completely independent by the

scheduling algorithm adopted.

Other approaches for allocation of variables on multiple RFs were published in the

past (e.g., [17, 8],) especially in the Design Automation field. However, these techniques

were specifically aimed at special purpose applications and assumed a much larger degree

of freedom in modifying the architecture to the code needs and were based on the use

of single-ported RFs; hence these experiences are not applicable to the problem of RF

assignment for general purpose architectures.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

Recently multiple functional unit architectures have become widespread since this design
technique allows to increase the number of instructions executed per cycle, and hence to
boost performance, without increasing the clock speed or making the pipeline of functional
units deeper. This design, though, poses hard demands on the register file required to keep
pace with fast pipelined units and provide a large data-bandwidth.

One of the possible solutions is to design architectures with multiple register files;
however producing code for this kind of architectures is not trivial since operands must
be assigned to registers in different banks so as to meet the constraints imposed by the
limited number of read/write ports available per RF.

We propose aparadigm to model the problem of the assignment of variables to multiple
register files, based on the coloring of an interference hypergraph. We also propose and
algorithm able to efficiently perform such coloring; when a legal solution is not found,
either because it does not exist or simply because the heuristic was not able to discover it,
the structure of the code is altered on the fly, allowing the algorithm to proceed, until a
solution is reached.

The code transformations can alter the original schedule by introducing new instruc
tions, thus possibly decreasing the code performance. Experimental evidence indicates
that the code produced by the proposed technique for multiple-RF VLIWs is affected by



very little performance degradation when compared to the ideal VLIW code.
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